Review the Terms

Unscramble the words and write their definitions.

RAEETISR

_____________________

PAAILCIRELS

_____________________

DACRCIA

_____________________  

RDCEDELLOBOLS (3 WORDS)

_____________________  

NEVIS

_____________________  

TWSLIEEOBLHODCL (3 WORDS)

_____________________  

LMAPAS

_____________________  

Review the Terms

Unscramble the words and write their definitions.

RAEETISR  __________ arteries
move blood away from the heart

PAAILCIRELS  __________ capillaries
smallest branch of arteries

DACRCIA  __________ cardiac
anything relating to the heart

RDCEDELOBOLS (3 WORDS)  __________ red blood cells
carry oxygen in the blood

NEVIS  __________ veins
move blood back to the heart

TWSLIEOBLOLDCL (3 WORDS)  __________ white blood cells
attack infection in the blood

LMAPAS  __________ plasma
clear liquid that makes up blood